Year 4-6 THINK, LEARN, CREATE @

Welcome to Think, Learn, Create @ home week 7 [25th May - 29th May]. Here are some activities for you to work on and we look forward to seeing you on Seesaw
and Zoom. Remember to check your bookmark for the login details of those websites that are highlighted in yellow.

Offline Activities

Online Activities

Wake up

● Create a fitness circuit to get your heart pumping e.g. 10 push ups, 10 sit ups and 20
star jumps and time yourself each day - can you beat your time?
● Sit quietly, take some time out to identify one thing that you can see, feel, smell,
taste and hear around you

● Go Noodle - Wake up and get energised with some Go Noodle warmups
● Do some morning aerobics using Just Dance

Literacy

● Readers theatre: Record yourself reading a section of the book aloud with lots of
expression
● Create a word bank of words you come across during reading or activities, then use a
dictionary to find what they mean
● Create a boggle, and see how many words you can make using 16 letters
● Choose a topic and come up with a list of words from A-Z that relate for e.g. animals antelope, bat, cat, deer, eagle… zebra

Cars and Stars -sign in with your student access code from your bookmark
Sunshine Online a nd Sunshine Classics - activities are found in the back of the books
Epic reading -  pick a book from the huge range of choices
Learn to Sign - Choose an option of interest to complete and learn
Murray Gad - Listen to Murray Gad read stories to you
Wonderopolis - Where the wonders of learning never cease

Creative

● Make a cardboard structure that holds your school bag exactly 50cm off the floor
● Design a new cover for a book that you’ve read
● Film your own version of a scene from a movie you like
● Design a new character for your favourite video game (for e.g. Roblox)

Musiclab - learn music through hands on experiments
Origami - a selection of interesting Origami objects to make
Body percussion - copy these students and then create your own body percussion
Chalk paint - make chalk paint and create an artwork on the ground outside
Leaf art - create leaf rubbings, prints and patterns

● Create a rectangle that is 25 metres squared using various objects around your
house/class
● Measure how tall everyone in your house/class is and calculate the differences
● Make a maths board game that shows different multiplication problems
● To show place value create different money notes for 10s, 100s, 1000s, 10 000s, 100
000s and 1 000 000s

Matific - a huge range of maths games and activities
Studyladder - select an activity (it’s not just maths!)
Measurement - an introduction to the metric system
Number bonds - create number bonds
Math Goodies - maths activities and resources

Numeracy

Family time

Can you find out an interesting fact about your family history?
Create a joke book containing your family’s favourite jokes
Calculate how much screen time your family have per day
Build something from items you have around home (recycling, LEGO etc)

Year 4-6 THINK, LEARN, CREATE @

Welcome to Think, Learn, Create @ home week 6 [18th May - 22nd May]. Here are some activities for you to work on and we look forward to seeing you on Seesaw
and Zoom. Remember to check your bookmark for the login details of those websites that are highlighted in yellow.

Offline Activities

Online Activities

Wake up

● Run your own family yoga session
● Design a healthy menu for your day - be sure to include all meals and snacks
● Start your day with positivity - think of 3 things you’re grateful for

● Do some morning aerobics using Just Dance
● Health and PE - various activities and links found through the school website

Literacy

● Choose two different books, and write a letter to a character from one book, as a
character from the other book
● Find TEN verbs, adjectives, proper nouns and adverbs in your current reading book
and organise them into a table or list
● Create a word find for someone else to solve
● Rewrite a book that you have read, as a play or comic strip
● Find a word with 10 letters or more and see how many words you can make using
each letter only once for e.g. Mathematics

Cars and Stars -sign in with your student access code from your bookmark
Sunshine Online a nd Sunshine Classics - activities are found in the back of the books
Epic reading -  pick a book from the huge range of choices
Typing club - practise your touch typing with over 650 typing games, courses and videos
Dav Pilkey daily read aloud and drawing lessons
Kiwikids News - read your chosen article and complete the following tasks

Creative

●Listen to a song and paint or draw what the music looks like to you
●Make a puppet character/creature and film yourself interviewing your puppet
●Make up a 20 second dance to a song you like and share it to Seesaw
●You’re on a space station - film yourself explaining how to do an everyday task
●Create a machine to transport a piece of fruit from one side of a room to the other

Time Capsule - activities to remember this time in history and how you spent it
Life in space - astronaut Chris Hadfield describes how to do simple tasks in space
Toony Tool - create a quick cartoon
3dslash - explore basic 3D modelling and see what you can make

● Use playing cards to practise maths facts for e.g. add, subtract, multiply, divide
● Make a poster on objects that have lines of symmetry for e.g. butterflies, insects,
leaves
● Create a board game to practice a chosen times table
● Make a graph displaying the various shapes in the space around you
● Measure the perimeter of your lounge/classroom - see if you can figure out the area
in square metres

Matific - a huge range of maths games and activities
Studyladder - select an activity (it’s not just maths!)
Teaching Ideas - provides a huge range of interesting maths ideas
Solve Emoji - no need to sign up - just go ahead and solve these puzzles
Mathsisfun - choose a fun activity to improve on your maths
Artfulmaths - have a go at some of these creative artful maths activities

Numeracy

Family time

Plan a nature treasure hunt for your family to find in the garden
Play a game of Scribble - one person scribbles on a piece of paper and the next person needs to try turn the scribble into a picture for e.g. an animal or an object
Play a game of Dots and Boxes - instructions
Host a family talent quest, with each showcasing a talent

